This paper presents a model of communication and information system in military operations. Here OPNET MODELER simulation package is applied because it is suitable for network modelling, topology and capacity planning. Simulation of different types of IP traffic and monitor their performance to optimise the functionality of network elements, management performance network applications, and as well as in research and development of new network technologies. Application of the method of mass service are determined by the capacity needed for voice transmission on the links in the model and using the OPNET MODELER simulation program are analysed performance modeled communication information system in data transmission. The results of the simulation are presented through target the service settings: workload links communication and information system, e-mail download response time, http page download response time and packet loss in data transfer. The aim of the research has shown that modeled communication information system with defined elements (nodes), the capacity of links (according to the specification of telecommunication devices) and defined traffic can respond to the requirements of command forces in the military operation in terms of telecommunication service. The results of the analysed service target parameters show that modeled communication and information system provides an efficient flow of information and the tra nsfer of voice and IP data for the needs of command and control in military operations.
INTRODUCTION
Communication information system (CIS) is an association of functional elements that comprise the collection, transmission, protection, electronic processing, display, storage and distribution of information. Communication information system is consisted of different networks [1] [2] [3] . Military CIS is established for needs of the system of command and control forces in military operations 4, 5 . The architecture of communication and information system determined by the structure of forces the army to be used in carrying out various tasks 6 . The paper modelled power three levels of command in the military operation (battalion (BN) -brigade (BDE)division (DIV)) and appropriate military CIS 7 .
Modelled communication and information system is characterised by mobility, ability to work under field conditions and the provision of telecommunications capacity and customer service to meet the needs of command and control forces in the operation. Elements of a communication and information system consist of access and network nodes. They are connected to radio-relay links. The base of nodes consists of mobile switching centers (MSC). Mobile switching center is asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switch that implement time-division multiplexing (TDM) and internet protocol (IP) component in the ATM system transmission and switching. Radio-relay devices are part of nodes and connect nodes established radio-relay links. Access nodes of three command levels provide various customer services (voice, file, email, data, etc.) [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Performance of the communication and information system for the purposes of command and control (C 2 ) system in military operations, the methods of operation research and simulations have been applied. The capacity of voice traffic is determined by applying the queuing theory. Using a software package OPNET MODELER are simulated possibility modelled communication and information system to transfer IP data.
In the simulation scenario, network elements are defined, the traffic types (services and applications), as well as the mode of operation of various user profile and its need for service. They are followed by target performance model with a special emphasis on the occupation of the most critical links in terms of the maximum traffic loads. The results of the simulation scenarios are shown as corresponding graphs for analysis of packet data transmission through the described network. Analysis of the system performance using simulation software is very significant because it provides a simpler, more efficient and cost-effective consideration of the possibilities of the system and optimisation of telecommunication network in operational use. The paper is assumed network connectivity between elements communication and information system. In this paper impacts of the relief, vegetation, weather conditions, failures and reliability have not been considered because the version of the used simulation package does not allow that.
CONCEPT OF MILITARY OPERATION
Modern management theory allows defining military operation as a unified project (enterprise, process) in which a variety of combat and noncombat activities are engaged with human and material resources under a unified command, in a certain space and time, making a unique overall goal. By applying the concept of the project management it is establishes efficient organisation that allows the best possible use of the available methods of planning, organising, managing and control in order to effectively implement the project 12 .
In principle, military operations have the following phases: preparation, execution and stabilisation and disengagement. In the preparatory phase of the operations are implemented operations planning, organising forces, fill in the required resources, training and development of operational forces. Execution military operations includes the organisation of command and leadership, action and counteraction, logistic and other support, maneuver, combat support, force protection and civil-military cooperation. In the final phase is carried out gradually disengagement forces after achieving the objective of the operation, and elimination of consequences of military operations 13 .
The first step in operational planning is the forming (creation) and the development of operational models. It is the result of a thought process in which the analysis of the operating environment and setting their own and the enemy's forces in a logical relationship, and visualisation presents the basic ideas commander for the execution of operations which are related tasks forces and end state. "The operating model in all cases should be a reflection of the commander's understanding of the operating environment displayed text and / or graphic." The formulation of an operational model is achieved by defining the operational environment, defining and identifying the problem and operational solving the problem 14 .
In the paper are modelled the army forces in military operation in the area of 60 km x120 km. Forces consists of one division (operational group) strength of four brigade with 10 battalions (two infantry battalion, two mechanised battalion, one tank battalion, two artillery squadron, one battalion of anti-aircraft defence, one engineering battalion and one logistic battalion). Battalions and brigades deploy basic command posts and division deploys basic and logistics command post. Analysis of the communication and information system for the purpose of the command and control in these conditions was treated for three-level command (battalion -brigade -division) in the preparation phase and execution phase of the operation in two sessions. Each level of command has specificity in terms of the number of users to command positions that require communication services and the need for bandwidth.
MODEL OF COMMUNICATION INFORMATION SYSTEM IN THE MILITARY OPERATION
Telecommunication-information support of the military operations is process in which plans, organizes and realizes communication and information system to transfer, protection, electronic data processing, storage, and display information. It creates the necessary conditions for the functioning of the command and control of forces engaged in military operations. Planning, organising and implementing the telecommunication-information support is trying to find optimum model communication information system, creating the organisational structure and the setting elements of the communication and information system in the area operated in a unified technological unit, establish, maintain and use telecommunications and user services 15 .
Model communication and information system is defined modelled forces in operation. Important characteristics of the system are: allows operation in the field conditions (climaticmechanical properties of devices), system is mobile in the sense that the elements of the system allow the following of commands and military units in the area of the operation and provide the necessary telecommunication capacity and services to the user. One approach to modeling telecommunication system for forces in a military operation in support of civil authorities showed by Pavlović and Karović 16 .
Model communication and information system makes an integrated radio-relay networks (backbone) which connects the mobile switching centers access and network nodes. Access nodes are deployed on command posts modelled forces in operation (battalion-brigade-division). Network nodes are deployed in the area of operation. Communication and information system provides voice and IP data through the same transport network. Quality of service in the nodes is defined so that the voice services and service data completely separated by the bandwidth that is reserved for them.
The radio relay network has the function of interconnecting the switching nodes per each type of interface. The radio relay network comprises TADIRAN GRC-408E 8Mb/s radio relay devices, connected in a ring structure, which have the following interfaces: E1 G.703, E2 G.703 and V.11. Model defaults network connectivity, line of sight between the radio relay device, and using V.11 8192kb/s interface.
Mobile switching center is made by military tactical internet switch (MTIS) which are essentially ATM switches with a special internet protocol card (IPC) intended for routing IP traffic. MTIS stations are enables to circuit switched voice service to be switched through the ATM connection and IP traffic through IP over ATM. At the command post (access nodes) is established voice service using digital and analog telephones and local area network (lAN) connected on MSC with Eth 100Mb/s links. Local area networks contain a different number of users depending on the level of command or formation command (at the command battalion 10 users, brigade 19 users and division 34 users). Exchange data through the IP part of the network consists of two types of services (e-mail and web service) 7, 17, 18 .
Through the network, e-mail service is exchanged in two ways, continuously throughout the period of preparation and execution of operation, in discrete time intervals when different levels of command exchange typed orders and reports (mails mostly higher memory value). WEB (http) service type is consisted of a search various data on servers, continuously during the preparation and execution of the operation. Network elements connected with each other in the mobile communication and information system is shown in Fig. 1 7, 17 .
Network nodes are displayed in green colour and deployed in the brigade area of operations (30 km x 60 km or more). The condition is to be secured line of sight. Battalion and brigade access nodes are shown as combat vehicles and they are connected to the appropriate network node associated brigade. The access nodes of the division are shown in blue colour and deployed at the height of the first and second operating echelon. Figure 2 shows the topology of battalion, brigade and division access nodes.
All access nodes have LAN with the appropriate number of users. There are six redundant servers in the network on command post of the brigade and division. They allow the using different applications in communication and information system.
SIMULATION OF MODEL COMMUNICATION INFORMATION SYSTEM
OPNET MODELER application was used to simulate model of communication information system. Application is intended to simulate different types of computer networks. It represents a commercial solution for modelling the computer networks, the simulation of different types of IP traffic and monitors their performance to optimise the functionality of network elements. Application is applicable in the following aspects of communication networks: management performance network applications, topology planning and scheduling of computer networks, as well as in research and development of new network technologies. It can be used in the installation of new communication and information networks, as well as in the improvement of the existing and new network elements with new services 19 .
The software package meets the structural and replicative validity or veracity and adequacy of the application. The development and establishment of a communication and information system, checking network connectivity and verification of network and C 2 service was performed on the simulation, but without affecting the environment (relief, vegetation, weather conditions) and enemy electronic warfare. Experiment on the real system would require huge costs.
Computer simulation is made through several phases and activities:
• Scenario definition (defining nodes, lAN, links, servers, applications, user profiles, the connection of lAN, the service and user profile, definition of telecommunication traffic) • Determination of the target the service settings • Simulating the process of transferring information and • Displaying simulation results.
Simulation scenario has 58 nodes (46 access and 12 network nodes), 46 lAN with 584 users and 220 upload and download links (116 links with V11 interface and 104 to the Eth interface) in total. Configured lAN segments are defined by a corresponding number of PC terminals associated to their user profiles which have implemented an application with a different mode of operation. It defined traffic characteristics and described the traffic simulation model. Network has six redundant servers and they have applications listed in Table 1 . Servers provide services for military units in its part of the network but they are also redundant. They take over the functionality other servers in the event of failure of one of them.
To define the telecommunication traffic was carried the research needs for services in the real system and collected empirical data on the type and amount of informationacts (operational orders, additional orders, reports, other information) to be exchanged between the elements of the three levels of command in the military operation. The analysis of operational and additional orders, reports and short messages have come to their average size, as shown in the column stored value services in Table 1 . Attached e-mail operational orders 1, 2 and 3 levels of command are contained operational orders (oPorD) with contributions of oPorD and scheme operations on a topographic map according to Instructions for operational planning.
Size of operational orders determined 'high traffic' when documents are not compressed, or 'low traffic' when the documents are compressed. In the simulation model it is defined seven different e-mail services and one WEB service for the preparation phase and execution phase of the modelled military operations. It is shown in Table 1 . There are operational orders, additional orders, and reports attached to the e-mail. They are transmitted exclusively from the administrative computer in the command military unit. Background e-mail constitutes written correspondence (short messages) between members of different commands and units.
In this research, the targeted service parameters: workload links, e-mail download response time, http page download response time and speed packet loss per unit time, are determined. Simulation lasted 15 h and 50 min and represents duration of the preparation and execution phase of military operation. The results are shown by graphs of the target service parameters depending on the duration of the simulation.
RESULTS
Within establishing a radio-relay links between MTIS nodes, it is defined capacity separately for voice traffic and to transmit IP data. It is formed a trunk at the link whose total capacity (C t ) is divided into capacity for circuit switched services -voice traffic (C cs ) and IP traffic (C ip ). For the purpose of the link capacity reservation for voice traffic, the queuing theory is applied, respectively the Erlang-B formula. Markov chains and Erlang distribution analysis is shown in more detail 20,21 . where is s probability of servicing p n Probability that system will not serve A Intensity of voice traffic, A λ = µ λ Intensity of the arrival of calls μ Intensity of servicing of calls k s Availability n Number of channels. By studying voice traffic between the elements of the three levels of command empirical data of voice traffic, or the number of calls, duration of calls and time between calls were collected. Voice traffic is different for different command levels, but on the basis of obtained data was defined the maximum intensity of the voice traffic (A<5), which was applied to calculate the number of telephone channels by links. Applying the Erlang-B Eqn. (3) for sufficient probability of servicing (s>0, 9) , and availability (k s ≈1) is necessary to provide 512 kb/s (8 telephone channels of 64 kb/s) for voice traffic on the link. The remaining capacity of 7680 kb/s is defined for IP transmission. Figure 3 shows the analysis of the dependence of the parameters: probability of servicing (s), intensity of the voice traffic (A) and availability (k s ) to the number of channels n=8.
The results of the targeted service parameters after the simulation process IP data transmission in the scenario are shown in the following figures. Figure 4 shows the results of analysis of the most loaded link utilisation in the network for e-mail service and WEB service (for 'low traffic' and 'high traffic') during the simulation. Parameter utilisation of the most loaded link is important because of network congestion. The most loaded link is a link BDE_1.BDE_1/2_net <-> BDE_3.BDE_3/1_net download (see figure 1 ) which connects the network nodes 1st brigade and 3rd brigade. From the Figure 4 it can be concluded that the occupation of the most loaded link comes up to 100 per cent at the time of handover of operational orders ('high traffic') in the preparation phase of the operation. During other times of simulation, the most loaded link is loaded with less than 40 per cent capacity. Table 2 shows the results of 20 most downloaded links in the communication and information system. The results are expressed through the type of link between different units (download or upload), minimum link load (%), average link load (%), maximum link load (%), and standard deviation of load. It is characteristic that all links are not equally loaded in the network. Large numbers of links are minimally loaded. further analysis of link load and application of service quality policy can optimize the network in order to achieve as efficient a data transmission as possible.
The e-mail download response time during the data transfer in the simulation is shown in Figure 5 . It is shown that the average e-mail download response time is below 5 s, which is most noticeable during the transfer of 'high traffic'. It is at the time of handing over an operational order from the command post of the brigade and the battalion, when it arrives for more than 40 s. Figure 6 shows the http page download response time during data transfer in the simulation. In general, the page download response time is limited to less than one second. At critical moments of handing over the operating orders to high traffic, the page download response time is up to 5 s. Figure 7 shows the results of packet loss rate analysis for e-mail and the WEB service in the simulation. There is small number of packet loss, or 55.5 packets per second. Also, the number of lost packets is constant throughout the duration of the simulation. It is independent of the size of the transmitted information and the traffic capacity.
Traffic loss refers mainly to the loss of the routing protocol packet (open shortest path first protocol is used in simulation (oSPf)). It follows that the losses of user applications are minimal, and since transmission control protocol (TCP) 
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PACKET LOSS PER SECOND (pac/s) based applications are concerned, the losses did not affect the performance of e-mail and WEB (http) services.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to successfully command and control the forces in military operations, it is necessary to connect all the engaged forces in the operation zone to the communication and information system. This enables the merger, transmission, delivery and display of relevant information and creates a unique information dimension of the operating environment. The model of the communication and information system must provide the necessary capacity of links and the transmission of appropriate services.
The aim of the research was to use the method of operational research and simulation to confirm whether a modelled communication information system with defined elements (nodes), the capacity of links (according to the specification of telecommunication devices) and defined traffic can respond to the requirements of command forces in the military operation in terms of telecommunication service. The capacity of the link for voice traffic is reserved by using Erlang-B formula for the collected intensity of telephone traffic between the command posts. The results of the simulation on the analysed service target parameters: link load, e-mail download response time, http page download response time and packet loss per unit time show that a modelled communication and information system provides an efficient flow of information and the transfer of voice and IP data for the needs of command and control (C2) in military operations.
It is characteristic that all links are not equally loaded in the network. The utilisation of the most downloaded link will reach up to 100 per cent of the capacity of the link during the preparation phase of the operation and transmission of 'high traffic' between different levels of command (submission of uncompressed operational orders by e-mail service). This is especially pronounced in the handover of operational orders from the battalion command posts, since the number of these nodes is greatest in the model of the communication information system. When transferring the remaining traffic, the capacity of the most downloaded link completely ensures uninterrupted transmission of all information. The results of the link load indicate that using the quality of the service can optimize the network in order to achieve the most efficient data transmission.
It can also be concluded that the average e-mail download response time, as well as the http page download response time, is small, except when the 'high traffic' transmission takes place. The number of packet loss is small and constant throughout the duration of the simulation. It is independent of the size of the transmitted information and the traffic capacity.
The simulation software proved to be a good software solution for simulating the telecommunications network in all its aspects: applications, user profiles, network elements, etc. It also provides a simpler, more efficient and more economical view of the capabilities of the system and the optimisation of the telecommunication network in operational use.
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